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“John Shepard Wright was a quiet, scholarly man recognized for his wisdom and
integrity.” Thus reads an excerpt from an announcement of his passing in the
Proceedings of the Indiana Academy of Science for 1951. John S. Wright’s interest in
science and forestry throughout a long and successful career (from 1892 to 1951) with the
Eli Lilly Company as a scientist and business executive makes an interesting and
important story in relation to forestry in Indiana. While John S. Wright was highly
regarded by scientists for his long and outstanding service to the Indiana Academy, he
was also an associate and friend of the forestry leaders in the state.
One first encounters the forestry interests of the young Purdue graduate of 1892 in
the pages of the Proceedings of the Indiana Academy in 1892 (1) when he published,
“Notes on Certain Plants of Southwestern Indiana,” reporting on a study he had made
with D. T. MacDougal on forests in the “pocket” region of Indiana. Special notes were
taken of the distribution, size, and other features of certain forest trees: Celtis
mississippiensis, Carya olivaeformis, Quercus lyrata, Diospyros virginiana, and
Taxodium distichum.
In later issues of the Proceeding, John S. Wright published short articles on
woody plants and forests. “Notes on Sectioning Woody Tissues” was published in 1893
(2) and “Inarching of Oak Trees” in 1897 (3). Also in 1897, he published “Notes on the
Cypress Swamps of Knox County” (4). In the last account, a description is given of the
disappearance of cypress over an 18-20 square mile area as the result of cutting. Cypress
trees 111 to 130 feet tall and 3½ feet in diameter at 4 feet above ground were reported. In
1902, he published an account of the occurrence of an abnormality in the nut of Hicoria
ovata (5) as an interesting deviation from type in a species not known to hybridize freely.
While these publications of the young scientist indicate an early interest in trees
and forests, perhaps his greatest interest was engendered through contacts with the other
leading Indiana scientists of the early 1900’s, most of whom were his friends and fellow
workers in the Indiana Academy. John S. Wright was Secretary of that organization from
1894 to 1904 and a member of the Executive Committee from 1896 to 1951. In 1904-5,
he was President of the Academy. The John Shepard Wright Memorial Library of the
Indiana Academy of Science is testimony to the esteem in which he was held. In 1940
Purdue conferred the honorary LL.D. degree on John Wright in recognition of his
outstanding career.
Important to forestry were the contacts and friendships of John S. Wright with the
founders of forestry in Indiana: Dr. Stanley Coulter, the Dean of the School of Science,
who taught and established forestry in 1914 at Purdue; Charles C. Deam, the first State
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Forester of Indiana, and considered to be the father of state forestry in Indiana; Prof.
Daniel DenUyl, who was a leading teacher and researcher in forestry at Purdue. All these
men, and others, were in the scientific group that developed forestry in the state and were
active in the Academy with John Wright.
In 1964, announcement was made of the establishment of the “John S. Wright
Fund for the Promotion of Forestry in Indiana” to be expended under the direction of the
Trustees of Purdue University. The Fund was made possible through the will of John
Shepard Wright, whose generous gift will undoubtedly prove to be the greatest single
impetus given to forestry in the state since education in forestry was established in 1914.
By wise use of the fund, much that hitherto seemed impossible should be accomplished,
and it appears inevitable that John S. Wright will come to be recognized as the greatest
individual benefactor of forestry in Indiana.
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